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Hydroelasticity is a dynamic response of a flexible ship as a result of the dynamic characteristics of ship structure.
Specifically, whipping is a phenomenon in the high-frequency region for the vibrations of ships caused by a slamming
impact. It is necessary to identify how much a vertical bending moment (VBM) is increased as a result of the whipping
phenomenon for reliable structural designs of ships. This paper is related to the hydroelastic effect on structural designs
considering the hydroelastic response based on a segmented model test. To derive a whipping effect to cover the hydroelastic
response, an equivalent design sea state (EDS) approach and equivalent design wave (EDW) approach were applied. Also,
a direct calculation approach with hydrostructure interaction tools (WISH-FLEX/SNU) was applied to compare the results
of the model test with analysis. The segmented model test was conducted with a very large ore carrier in the towing tank
at the Hyundai Maritime Research Institute. The whipping effect was evaluated with measured VBM results based on
the EDS and EDW approaches. In the EDS approach, several statistical postprocessing methods were used to evaluate the
probable maximum values, and the results were compared with each other. Test results of the EDS and EDW approaches
were compared. And the calculation was conducted with hydrostructure interaction tools under the same conditions as the
segmented model test. Finally, comparisons between the results of the model test and the analysis were made. These results
of the hydroelastic effect were applied to the structural design of the ship.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the size and speed of ships have been increasing for
economic reasons. In keeping with this trend, the frequency of
occurrence of the hydroelastic response has increased, and the
structural safety of ships is threatened. To improve the understand-
ing of hydroelasticity, considerable research efforts (such as full-
scale measurements, model tests, and numerical analyses) have
been made. The achievements of a numerical analysis on hydroe-
lasticity (Senjanovic et al., 2014) have been developed thanks to
a rapid increase in computational power. On the other hand, the
model test has also been actively conducted because of the limita-
tions of numerical analysis (Hong et al., 2011). Wang and White
(2011) estimated the design vertical bending moment (VBM) of
ships as a result of the whipping responses using time domain
simulation techniques. Ahn et al. (2015) analyzed the hydroelas-
ticity using the segmented model test.

Hydroelasticity is the dynamic response of flexible ships caused
by dynamic characteristics such as the springing and whipping
phenomena. Springing is a steady-state resonant vibration, and
whipping is a transient high-frequency vibration excited by the
slamming impact. The whipping phenomenon in particular causes
an increase in the VBM, which is related to ultimate strength.
The ultimate strength assessment is important in the structural
design of ships and is conducted before a ship is built to ensure
its reliability. For the ultimate strength assessment, the rule VBM
suggested by classification societies is used as the design VBM.
But this design VBM does not include the whipping effect, and
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if the whipping effect is considered, the design VBM that is used
for the ultimate strength assessment will be increased.

In this study, a whipping assessment is performed to identify
how much the VBM was increased as a result of the whipping
effect for reliable structural designs of ships based on the seg-
mented model test. Both the EDS and EDW approaches were
applied to obtain design values for a determination of wave con-
ditions with a model test (Lloyd’s Register, 2014). As shown
by the results of these model tests, the VBM amidships with a
time history that includes the whipping effect of the model was
measured. Using a low-pass filter, the time history of VBM that
was used for calculations of the maximum values and that does
not include the whipping effect was obtained. The result of the
whipping assessment is a whipping factor, and it is calculated by
the ratio of the maximum values including the whipping effect
and those not including the whipping effect. The whipping fac-
tor denotes how much the VBM was increased as a result of the
whipping effect. The whipping effect can be taken into account
for structural designs by using the whipping factor.

Additionally, calculations were conducted with hydrostructure
interaction tools under the same wave conditions as in the model
test for comparison with the results of the model test. In this
study, the computer program WISH-FLEX/3DM developed at
Seoul National University (Kim and Kim, 2014) was applied.
WISH-FLEX/3DM is a hydroelastic analysis in time domain pro-
gram for the springing and the slamming/whipping using a three-
dimensional (3-D) finite element model. The 3-D whole-ship finite
element model is used in ship structural vibration analysis; the
3-D panel model is used in linear and weakly nonlinear hydrody-
namic analysis. For the slamming and whipping phenomena, the
generalized Wagner method (GWM) was applied. As results of
hydroelastic analysis, the time history of VBM was calculated.

Each result of the model test and hydroelastic analysis was
used to identify which method (EDS or EDW) is more conserva-
tive for structural designs. And the results of the model test were
compared with the results of the hydroelastic analysis.
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